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Jean Bas - Ad - 31487 
Ad #1 
Ad Body Copy: 
If you’ve been eyeing some awesome fashion designs on Pinterest or Instagram and thinking, “I 
could do that,” you’re absolutely right. With skilled designer Jean Bas’ kits, you can create stunning 
pieces at the height of couture — in the comfort of your own home.  
Every kit comes with everything you need to build your own fashion masterpiece. Not where to 
start? Jean Bas has step-by-step instructions in the kit, as well as digital modules so that you can 
begin your homemade fashion journey.  
Join the revolution in clothing design and get your kit from Jean Bas. In no time, you’ll be creating 
beautiful, fashionable garments that will turn heads.  
[Video or Image appears here] 
Headline Option 1 (up to 50 characters/10 words): At-Home Fashion Kits by Jean Bas 
Headline Option 2 (up to 50 characters/10 words): Start Your Fashion Journey 
News Feed Link Description: Jean Bas offers starter kits so that you can make designer clothing 
at home.  

Ad #2 
Ad Body Copy: 
Seasoned fashion designer Jean Bas has been creating wearable works of art for more than 40 
years — and now, she wants to teach you how to do the same. With her custom kits, you can 
learn how to cut, assemble, and sew your own high-fashion garments at home. 
Every kit features high-quality fabric hand-picked by Jean, as well as all the tools you need to get 
started. You’ll also benefit from Jean’s expert guidance step-by-step with online modules. It’s as 
easy as one, two, three, fashion.  
Order your Jean Bas kit and give yourself the treat of creating high couture. You’ll not only enjoy the 
process, you’ll also be thrilled with the result.  
[Video or Image appears here] 
Headline Option 1 (up to 50 characters/10 words):Create Your Own Designer Clothing 
Headline Option 2 (up to 50 characters/10 words):At-Home Fashion Design Kits by Jean Bas 
News Feed Link Description: Jean Bas offers starter kits so that you can make designer clothing 
at home.  
IMPORTANT: This written material has been prepared based on sources which you provided. 
Neither Flocksy or the creative who wrote the copy makes any claims whatsoever as to the 
accuracy of the information contained within, and they are not responsible for any legal or 
financial difficulty resulting from the use of this written material. We encourage you to review it 
thoroughly before disseminating it or using it in trade. 
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